
Welcome to the first issue of the Gazette for 2011.

This issue has a focus on metrics. How should we measure the quality of aca-
demic research? In the President’s Column, Peter Taylor muses on the recently
released ARC rankings of discipline-specific research quality and activity within
Australian higher education institutions. In Maths Matters we co-publish, with
the American Mathematical Society, a comprehensive critique of journal impact
factors written by Kristine Fowler and Douglas Arnold (immediate past president
of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics). One of the messages from
both articles is that citation counts and impact factors, without proper analysis or
understanding of their context, can be misleading, and should be used with great
care.

In Classroom Notes we are pleased to help publicise an exciting initiative in pro-
viding discipline-specific professional development for university educators in the
mathematical sciences. The program was produced as part of a project funded by
the Australian Learning and Teaching Council, and developed in conjunction with
and supported by the AustMS. A pilot study has just begun —we look forward to
publishing updates on its outcomes!

In Mathematical Minds we meet the 2010 AustMS Medal winner, Kate Smith-
Miles. Our invited technical paper, written by Amnon Neeman, is an introduction
to matrix factorisations and also remarks upon recent developments in the field.
We also include an invited extended abstract from the 2010 B.H. Neumann Prize
winner, Anita Ponsaing.

In sad news, we report the deaths of several AustMS members, Emeritus Professor
John Bennett, Professor Gavin Brown, Professor Greg Hjorth and Dr Miloslav
Jirina. In this issue we include obituaries of two longtime members of the AustMS:
Emeritus Professor Bennett and Emeritus Professor Alf van der Poorten.

We include regular items: Ivan Guo’s Puzzle Corner, conference reports, book
reviews, AMSI and Society news.

We hope that you enjoy reading this issue of the Gazette.

Help needed

The Australian Mathematical Society is seeking help with copy and tech-
nical editing. Many papers that appear in our journals need assistance in
improving the English and layout; this is best done by editing the TEX file. A
small fee may be paid. Mathematicians with a good knowledge of LATEX and
broad interests are needed. For more information, contact Michael Cowling
(m.cowling@unsw.edu.au).




